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Abstract: At the turn of the millennium, the world’s political leadership adopted 
sustainable development as a leading model for societal development. However, the terms 
“sustainable development”, “sustainability” and “sustainable” are sometimes over- and 
misused despite wide consensus about the concept’s meaning among sustainability 
scholars and practitioners. While the concept allows various sustainability views to  
co-exist, random conceptualizations which do not respect the fundamental sustainability 
principles undermine the concept’s objective to steer action. This lack of understanding of 
sustainability arguably inhibits its practical realization and a proper understanding of 
sustainability is urgently needed. In this paper we aim to contribute to a better 
understanding of sustainability by adopting a bird’s eye perspective. We review the rich 
contemporary literature, with a specific focus on the terminology, genesis, fundamental 
principles, mainstream views of sustainability, and several governing aspects. Further, 
using the evolving body of sustainability literature, the paper provides arguments to 
combat common misconceptions of sustainability. 
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1. Introduction 

By the end of the 20th century, in response to a growing environmental crisis and inequalities in 
global development, the international community adopted sustainable development as a leading 
development model [1-8] with action-guiding power that calls for particular orientations of actions [9].  

There is considerable consensus among sustainability scholars and practitioners about the meaning 
of sustainable development [9-17]. However, as contemporary buzzwords, prompted by an increase of 
public awareness and concern over environmental and social issues [15,18], the terms “sustainable 
development”, “sustainability” and “sustainable” have become over- and/or misused by several 
stakeholders in society, individuals and groups [9,15,18-22]. Some (over)used the terms without a true 
understanding of its’ original meaning [9,18,22]. Others deliberately (mis)used the terms as a “green or 
sustainable smoke screen”—resulting in a watering down of the concept’s fundamental principles or 
simply neglecting them—window dressing unsustainable “business as usual” activities [15,19]. Hence, 
to many people the terms have become meaningless, although any similar term that manages to break 
into the public eye, would probably suffer the same fate [23]. Clearly, while the concept allows  
various sustainability views to co-exist, the “anything goes” mentality must be overcome.  
Random conceptualizations that do not respect the fundamental sustainability principles undermine the 
concept’s objective to steer action, is self defeating [9] and arguably inhibits its practical  
realization [6,8,13,19,24-29]. After more than two decades of debating and implementing sustainable 
development, to overcome arbitrary interpretations and reinforce the concept’s action-guiding power, a 
better understanding of sustainable development and its implications for decision-making and  
policy-making is still needed [9,21,22,25].  

This paper contributes to a better understanding of sustainable development by adopting a bird’s 
eye view of the available scholarly literature and provides arguments to combat common 
misconceptions. We offer an analysis of the plethora of sustainability literature, including its 
terminology, genesis, fundamental principles, mainstream views and several governing aspects. These 
various aspects are inherently linked and when considered together they are mutually strengthening in 
support of a proper understanding of sustainable development. Our “broad” discussion offers this 
unique perspective and is complementary with the “specialized”—focusing on one aspect—scholarly 
sustainability literature (for example [17,18,21,25,30-33]). 

The literature was purposively sampled with the aim of gaining a broad insight into sustainable 
development. This required the selection of information rich literature on various sustainability aspects 
for investigation [34]. According to open coding procedures [35] we compared and clustered relevant 
information in several emergent themes, represented by the various sections of the paper. In function 
of the themes that emerged we continued the selection of literature until a sound understanding of each 
was reached. 
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2. Terminology 

The terms “sustainable development”, “sustainability”, and “sustainable” are used in several ways 
and as previously noted often with different connotations. The following section offers clarification of 
the terms as understood in scholarly literature.  

First, the term “sustainable” is often used together with the term “development”. In this case, both 
terms constitute a whole—“sustainable development”—that should be considered together and 
represent a particular concept that is based on specialized definitions and defining principles [36]. 

Second, the term “sustainable” can also be used separately from the term “development”, for 
example “sustainable agriculture”, “sustainable education”, “sustainable forestry”, “sustainable 
fisheries”, “sustainable business” and so on. In this case, the adjective usually refers to “sustainable 
development” and offers the possibility to integrate the concept’s fundamental principles into an array 
of application fields [36]. 

Third, the term “sustainability” is commonly used as a synonym of “sustainable development”. 
However, sometimes a distinction is made between “sustainable development” and “sustainability”. 
Some scholars assert that “sustainable development” is primarily about development/economic growth, 
whereas “sustainability” gives priority to the environment. The commonality is that both terms take 
into account environmental considerations. The difference is that the former refers to “ameliorating” 
economic growth, taking into account the environment, whereas the latter is about “challenging” 
economic growth, focusing on the ability of humanity to live within the environmental limits of the 
planet [15,37]. This debate remains unresolved regarding issues of “how” and even “whether” the 
terms differ [10]. Linguistically, this distinction seems obvious because otherwise the word 
“development” would be entirely superfluous, but politically, making a distinction drives a wedge into 
the strong international consensus for sustainable development [37]. Moreover, it needlessly 
complicates the sustainable development debate and merely shifts the complex and vibrant 
interpretational debate to the conceptual level. 
Other scholars argue that sustainability stands for the “goal”, whereas sustainable development refers 
to the “process” to achieve it [2,21], but also this view is not consensual. 

Throughout this paper we will use the terms “sustainable development” and “sustainability” 
interchangeably. We do not distinguishing in meaning between “sustainable development”  
and “sustainability”. 

3. Genesis 

3.1. Historical Roots 

Sustainable development is generally considered a new development model that emerged during the 
late 20th century, however in reality the concept of sustainable development is much older. 

Problems, ideas and practices that we currently classify under the sustainability umbrella have roots 
that can be traced back for many thousands of years. The search for a balance between the demand for 
raw materials for food, clothing, shelter, energy, and other goods, and the environmental limits of 
ecosystems is a constant concern throughout human history [38,39]. 
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The terminology is also much older than often thought. Well documented is the appearance of the 
German term “nachhaltende nutzung” (sustainable use) in 1713, by Hannss Carl von Carlowitz in his 
publication on sustainable forestry [39].  

While development and environment are old problems, they now come together on a global scale 
and in an urgent timeframe [2,40]. Modern understandings of sustainability have emerged gradually 
since the 1950s. Soon after World War II economic growth paved the way for renewed optimism about 
the prospects of rising living standards worldwide [18] and during the last decades of the 20th century 
many countries made remarkable progress in their development [3,7]. It was also during this period of 
unprecedented economic growth and scientific and technological innovations, together with a rapid 
population growth, that humanity began to exceed the environmental limits of the Earth [5,6], 
destabilizing its environmental state with detrimental consequences and even catastrophic once for the 
well-being of current and future generations in large parts of the world [2,5,26]. People became aware 
of these threats and the terrible damage caused to the environment and started to change their views 
and basic assumptions about economic growth and “successful” development [18], calling for a shift 
from exploitative industrialism—”business as usual”—to sustainable development [1].  

The emergence of sustainable development was mainly an intellectual answer to reconcile the 
conflicting goals of economic growth with environmental protection [4,25]. 

Although increased environmental concerns led to the emergence of sustainable development as a 
new development model, the concept’s appearance should be regarded within a longstanding 
development debate. Sustainable development merges with traditional development objectives, but 
adds an important environmental objective. For that reason, the concept’s originality and newness may 
not be overestimated as it is often done in the literature, in documents, and by environmentalists [36]. 
In addition to its environmental roots the concept draws on the experience of several decades of 
development efforts. During the 1950s and 1960s development focused on economic growth and 
increased economic output. By the early 1970s, the large and increasing poverty in the developing 
countries, together with the failure to share the benefits of economic growth with these countries led to 
increased efforts for more equitable welfare distribution. Later, by the 1980s, environmental protection 
became the third major objective of development [41]. In fact, sustainable development grew out the 
melting pot of different ideas about progress, environmental protection, economic growth and 
development which have developed over many years [18]. Several scholars studied the theoretical 
foundations or “roots” of modern sustainability, which are related to each other and which all 
influenced the concept’s modern understanding. Kidd [42] distinguished six roots: ecological/carrying 
capacity, resources/environment, biosphere, critique of technology, no-growth/slow growth, and 
ecodevelopment. Whereas Quental et al. [31] identified four of them: limits, means and ends, needs, 
and complexity. In turn, Jabareen [30] identifies seven roots: ethical paradox, equity, global agenda, 
eco-form, utopia, integrative management, and natural capital stock. Sustainability is considered by 
many the best way to address the vast, complex and interrelated environmental and societal problems 
and is deemed highly imperative for the sake of current and future generations. In this sense, 
sustainable development not only represents a solution for environmental and societal problems, but 
offers a set of principles implying positive objectives, a focus for positive change, and a critique on 
conventional thinking and practice [10].  
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3.2. Modern Milestones 

In less than fifty years sustainable development grew from an alternative view on development 
towards a broadly acknowledged and formal politically endorsed development model. Throughout this 
process political efforts vary and four periods can be distinguished: (1) the starting up period (until the 
end of the 1970s), (2) the stagnation period (1980–1986), a period with major achievements  
(1987–1995), and (3) a period of decline (1996–onwards). The following milestones were key: 

• United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE; 1972) 
• World Conservation Strategy (WCS; 1980) 
• Our Common Future (1987) 
• United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED; 1992) 
• United Nations Millennium Summit (2000) 
• Earth Charter (2000) 
• United Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD; 2002) 
• Rio+20 United Nations Conference on Sustainable development (UNCSD; planned in 2012) 

Regardless of the period, peaks in political activity coincide with the decennial conference 
organized by the United Nations (UN) (UNCHE, UNCED, Millennium Summit and WSSD) which is 
suggestive of their influence as catalysts of more profound societal and political action [25] and 
underline their importance. Therefore one might expect that the UNCSD will induce the same effect 
and many hope that the UNCSD will give a new boost to sustainability after a long period of  
decline—since the mid 1990s. 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE) was held in Stockholm, in 
1972. The conference succeeded in creating an increased global environmental awareness [25,43] and 
put the environment on the international political agenda for the first time [37]. UNCHE produced the 
Stockholm Declaration with 26 principles on the preservation and enhancement of the human 
environment and an Action Plan that enriched and complemented the declaration with 109 
recommendations. It also led directly to the establishment of UNEP [43], which is the UN body for 
environmental affairs.  

The “World Conservation Strategy—Living Resource Conservation for Sustainable Development” 
(WCS) [44] was published in 1980. The WCS advanced already the idea of sustainable development 
but, while recognizing the challenge to integrate development and environment it did not succeed in 
the integration of both objectives [45]. It dealt primarily with the environment—achieving sustainable 
development through the conservation of living resources. 

The famous report “Our Common Future” [46] was published in 1987, by the World Commission 
on Environment and Development (WCED), established in 1983 by the UN General Assembly and 
chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, former Prime Minister of Norway, after whom the report is often 
called. The WCED was commissioned to formulate a “global agenda for change” [46] and compared 
with the WCS succeeded to integrate development and environment [45]. 

Our Common Future [46] serves as a vital milestone in current development thinking for at least 
four reasons: (1) it launched a famous definition of sustainable development; (2) it established 
sustainable development as a substantial component of international development thinking and 
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practice; (3) it initiated an explosion of work on the theme [19]; and (4) it represents the worldwide 
breakthrough and popularization of the sustainability concept.  

Synthesizing ideas from previous milestones, the report is less intellectually innovative but is 
remarkably more political than its predecessors [37]. Our Common Future [46] succeeded in building a 
worldwide political partnership for sustainable development and provided the concept with a plausible 
content and a heavy dose of legitimacy. Sustainable development was explicitly conceived as a 
“bridging” concept that could draw together apparently distinct policy domains, and unite often 
opposed views and interests of society’s stakeholders behind a common agenda. In particular the 
WCED [46] was able to reconcile the environmental interests of the North with the development needs 
of the South [25]. The report is a deliberate attempt to transcend differences, construct shared 
understanding, and build a winning coalition for reform, and not as sometimes argued a naïve denial of 
opposed perspectives and interests.  

Our Common Future [46] paved the way for the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro, in 1992. The UNCED represents the official worldwide 
political endorsement of sustainability as new development model, through the adoption of AGENDA 
21—the global action plan for sustainable development—and the Rio Declaration with 27 
sustainability principles. The conference was generally considered as successful [25] because ever 
since, sustainable development has become pervasive and a unifying watchword for governments, 
businesses, non-governmental organizations, labor unions, development agencies, academia, citizens 
and other stakeholders worldwide. 

At the turn of the millennium, in 2000, the UN organized the Millennium Summit to discuss a broad 
agenda that covered both development and environmental concerns [25]. The summit adopted the 
Millennium Declaration. The declaration reaffirms the support of the international community for 
AGENDA 21 and the Rio Declaration, and led directly to the formulation of the Millennium 
Development Goals—a series of time-bound targets which should be achieved by 2015 to reduce 
extreme poverty and to meet the basic needs of the world’s poorest [47]. 

Together with the Millennium Development Goals, the declaration represents the most concrete 
commitment to sustainability ever made to the world’s most vulnerable people and generated an 
unprecedented level of partnership in building decent, healthier lives for billions of people and in 
creating an environment that contributes to peace and security [47].  

After a decade-long, worldwide, cross cultural, dialogue on common goals and values, the Earth 
Charter was launched in 2000. The charter is a declaration of “fundamental ethical principles for 
building a just, sustainable and peaceful global society in the 21st century” and stands for a vision of 
hope and a call for action. 

Originally, the idea of a sustainability charter with ethical principles was launched by the  
WCED [48]. Indeed, Our Common Future [46] calls for a “Universal Declaration and a Convention on 
Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development” in the form of a “new charter”. [46]. 
Following on this recommendation a sustainability charter was prepared for the UNCED shortly after, 
but a political agreement could not be reached at the conference and instead the Rio Declaration was 
adopted. While the Rio Declaration contains a valuable set of sustainability principles, it lacks an 
ethical vision that many people hoped to find in the charter [25,48]. In 1994, a new charter initiative 
was realized which led to the establishment of the Earth Charter in 2000. The Earth Charter’s 
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legitimacy stems from its participatory process involving global civil society. It was the most inclusive 
participatory process ever associated with the drafting of an international declaration [48]. By 2005, 
the Earth Charter became widely recognized as a global consensus statement on the meaning of 
sustainable development, its challenge and vision, and sixteen principles to achieve it. Currently, the 
charter has over 4800 signatories including the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), local and national governments and ministries, non-governmental 
organizations, businesses, youth organizations, universities, and publicly supported by numerous heads 
of state, all further enhancing the charter’s global legitimacy. Efforts to seek formal political 
recognition by the UN are on-going [48]. 

The United Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) held in Johannesburg, in 
2002 was the first UNCED follow-up conference. The principal objective of the WSSD was to put in 
place the necessary mechanisms to “really” implement AGENDA 21, since little progress has been 
made [25]. The WSSD adopted the Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development which 
reaffirms the international political engagement for sustainable development, AGENDA 21 and the 
Rio Declaration, and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation to accelerate the implementation of 
AGENDA 21 [49]. Furthermore, the conference produced Type II Partnerships (for an overview [50]). 
The partnerships are projects that allow civil society to contribute to the implementation of sustainable 
development. They are considered as powerful tools and more democratic instruments for the 
implementation of AGENDA 21 [49]. 

For many the conference was disappointing because it generally recalled earlier agreed objectives, 
particularly the targets set during the Millennium Summit. An agreement on more stringent 
commitments was not achieved. Furthermore, although several targets were approved there was a 
notable “implementation deficit” that the international community was unable to counteract, for 
instance, no agreements, institutional arrangements or financial mechanisms as in the case of the 
UNCED followed the conference. Based on the outcomes, the WSSD was less influential than the 
UNCED [25]. 

In 2012 the UN will organize the second UNCED follow-up conference, Rio+20 United Nations 
Conference on Sustainable development (UNCSD), again in Rio de Janeiro. The conference aims to: 
(1) secure renewed political commitment for sustainable development; (2) assess the progress to date 
and the remaining gaps in the implementation of the outcomes of the major summits on sustainable 
development; and (3) address new and emerging challenges. The UNCSD will focus on two major 
themes: (1) a green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication; and 
(2) the institutional framework for sustainable development [51]. 

During its modern emergence and throughout the various milestones sustainability shifted from a 
clear emphasis on environmental issues to a more balanced position that equally considers human and 
social development issues [25]. Its environmental roots together with a temporary emphasis on 
environmental issues, particularly during the (early) 1990s, explain why the concept is often 
(mis)perceived as an environmental one, while its agenda is much broader. 

Despite the many past commitments at the highest international political level, and despite various 
environmental and development measures taken since, sustainability scholars agree that the 
implementation of sustainable development falls short. Humanity is far from being on track and in 
reality sustainability remains in its infancy [13,19,24,25,28,29]. 
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It is truly astonishing that while the world’s top scientists warn repeatedly about the catastrophic 
consequences of current unsustainable development strategies for billions of people around the globe, 
political responses still range from negligible to ineffective [24]. But, while the world—mainly 
wealthy nations and their leadership—negate the consequences of their approval, it cannot be denied 
that global political leadership signed several commitments for sustainable development and—may be 
not fully aware of their implications—there is no way back [29]. Therefore world politics have not 
only the duty but also the moral obligation to present and future generations as well as other life on 
Earth, to execute the signed commitments and strategies for sustainable development. 

It would be too reductionist and misleading to evaluate the sustainability transition solely on 
governmental actions because a new complex decentralized international governance system is 
emerging, that is characterized by a multitude of actors working at various levels [25]. Indeed, there 
are also numerous good examples of sustainability efforts by local citizens and communities  
(i.e., Local Agenda 21 initiatives) that take the sustainability message seriously [19]. However, while 
pertinent at the local level, local sustainability initiatives will only make a difference at the global level 
if their experience is disseminated and replicated in many more other places around the globe [4]. 

It has already been stated in 1987 in “Our Common Future” [46] and since then repeated a thousand 
times, achieving sustainable development depends essentially on “will” [52]. Particularly, 1) the will 
of politics which ideally should set the course because it is supposed to serve the common interest, 
standing above individual stakeholder interests, and 2) the will of present generations because the 
destiny of the planet may well be in their hands [23]. 

“Business as usual” sustainability efforts do not suffice. Instead, to succeed what is needed are far 
reaching socio-economic and institutional system changes, which fundamentally alter our prevailing 
way of societal organization and behavior. These changes should truly challenge—instead of 
confirm—fundamental beliefs, values, and assumptions that underpin the prevailing development 
model of economic growth and consumerism [24]. And the first essential and logic step should be to 
get rid of clearly unsustainable practices [52]. Yet, it is still hard to believe that “modern” civilization, 
with its entire intellectual potential, simply neglects the lessons from history, as some ancient 
civilizations ultimately collapsed due to environmental problems [38,39], while other were able to live 
sustainably for very long time spans [53]. 

4. Fundamental Sustainability Principles 

Intuitively appealing to the common sense of mankind [13], sustainable development is like 
happiness something that everybody wants and is hard to be “against”. But what sustainable 
development precisely encompasses varies greatly amongst various stakeholders [45,54] and there is 
certainly no such thing as “sustainable development-ism” [17]. There is great arbitrariness in the 
concept’s interpretation [9] and there are probably as many views and definitions as people dealing 
with the issue, each with their own focus, suiting the particular view of the stakeholder  
concerned [17,45] (for an overview [55-57]). 

Reasons for this variety include: the normative nature of sustainability; the different disciplinary 
and professional background of people dealing with the sustainability issue; and, the battle for 
influence [58,59] over the concept’s meaning and the appropriate way to achieve it, given the 
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importance of the concept for future developments of society and visible in various  
discourse coalitions. 

Such a divergence is especially likely in highly charged normative concepts such as “democracy”, 
“freedom”, “justice/equity” and “sustainable development”—sometimes described as the “essential 
contestability” of widely supported social and political concepts. However the range of understandings 
hardly prevents the application of such contestable concepts in practice [13].But many of the “so 
called” sustainability views are in need of conceptual clarification [9,15,18-22] because they are often 
based on dogmatism and vague assumptions, lacking rational justification and scientific foundation 
[9]. Sustainable development is for example meaningless and even contradictory when interpreted as 
“sustained change” or “sustained development” (simply a process of change that can last forever 
without objectives), “sustained growth” (sustaining economic growth and material consumption, 
contradicting the general recognition that the planet has ultimate environmental limits) or simply 
“successful development” [14]. 

Instead, sustainable development as a concept possesses a precise and unambiguous meaning. 
First, and serving as the “sustainability bottom line”, sustainable development aims to meet human 

needs and aspirations, now and in the future, in an equitable way while protecting our environment 
which we share with other living species on Earth. In other words, ensuring: “Good lives for all people 
in harmony with nature” [40]. 

Second, in support of the “sustainability bottom line”, sustainable development has clear 
“interpretational limits” and incorporates a more or less stable set of general defining characteristics, 
which must always be respected, no matter which view one amounts to [14,16]. These characteristics 
can be termed “fundamental principles” that “embody” sustainable development [16], and offer a 
meta-perspective on the concept [9]. They represent the “sustainability play field/arena” or some kind 
of “common denominator/ground” that anyone who justifies a line of action with an appeal to the 
sustainability should respect and take into account [16]. 

There is considerable agreement among sustainability scholars about the concept’s fundamental 
principles [9-13,16,17]. Based on their work and further grounded in the scholarly literature, we 
distinguish four fundamental sustainability principles, also defined as “rules of action towards 
sustainable development” [16] representing the key changes needed [10,11], which are of  
equal importance: 

• the normativity principle 
• the equity principle 
• the integration principle 
• the dynamism principle 

First, the concept of sustainable development is always socially constructed and  
normative [9,12,13,16,45] or subjective—the normativity principle—because ultimately what 
sustainability means depends entirely on our views regarding the kind of world we want to live in and 
want to leave as a legacy for future generations—our children and grandchildren. Sustainable 
development always implies societal and normative choices, which are ultimately based on the values 
we maintain. 
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Values are abstract ideals which evoke emotional reactions and are typically expressed in terms of 
good or bad, better or worse, desirability or avoidance. They define or direct us to goals, frame our 
attitudes and views, and provide standards against which human behavior can be judged [60]. Values 
vary between cultures across the globe and over time. Global sustainability values are for example 
found in the Millennium Declaration and in the Earth Charter. 

Consequently, sustainability can never be determined with recourse to objectifiable “theory” [58] 
nor can it be “empirically proven” [9]. While, science is crucial for sustainable development it cannot 
resolve the basic question of what is sustainable and what is not [15]. The concept is characterized by 
what might be called “interpretative flexibility” and allows various views and interpretations to  
co-exist, of course within the concept’s interpretational limits.  

However, following the traditional scientific “objective—subjective” dichotomy it is clarifying to 
distinguish between “objective” and “subjective” views on sustainability, and any combination that 
appears is likely. The former considers sustainable development as a concept that is “objectively” 
measurable informed by scientific evidence while the latter considers it as “subjective”, being a result 
of societal preferences, where different opinions can co-exist and which are contextually  
determined [32]. Taking the “objective—subjective” scientific dichotomy for granted, one can 
distinguish between (partly) objective and subjective aspects of sustainable development and given the 
widespread use of the divide this is a reasonable and helpful way to frame the sustainability concept 
and its debate. 

Second, the equity principle (or justice/fairness) [10,11,13,16,45,53] is a central principle of 
sustainable development and could be subdivided into inter-generational equity, intra-generational 
equity, geographical equity, procedural equity, and interspecies equity [12]. Inter-generational equity 
refers to the long term or futurity aspect of sustainability, as the concept not only aims to meet present 
human needs and aspirations but also includes the right of future generations to meet their needs and 
aspirations [12]. Because we depend on natural resources to meet our needs and aspirations, this 
principle includes the requirement to keep within the environmental limits of the Earth. In this sense, 
“We have not inherited the Earth from our parents, we have borrowed it from our children” [44]. 
Intra-generational equity is similar to intergenerational equity but with regard to present generations. It 
refers to the realization of contemporary social equity—the right of every human being of the present 
generations for a decent quality of life. Geographical equity or global responsibility refers to the need 
for cooperation worldwide and from the local level to the global level in a spirit of “shared but 
differentiated responsibility” in tackling sustainability issues—act locally think globally. Procedural 
equity refers to democratic and participatory governance systems, involving concerned stakeholders in 
decision-making. This is particularly essential because of the normative nature of sustainability. 
Interspecies equity stands for environmental stewardship and refers to the survival of other species on 
an equal basis to human survival. It highlights the critical importance of preserving ecosystems 
integrity and maintaining biodiversity, not only utilitarian but also because other species have the 
intrinsic right to survival [12]. 

Third, sustainable development is a concept of “integration” [9-11,14,15,17,20,45]—the 
integration principle. As a logical consequence of its modern genesis and in need of whole system’s 
perspective (holism) sustainability should harmoniously integrate various traditional (including  
socio-economic and institutional) development objectives with environmental ones [15]. This implies 
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that all sustainability principles should be applied together—integrated—, and that mutually supportive 
benefits should always be sought. “Integration” contrasts with the idea of “balancing” or “trading-off”, 
suggesting sacrifices among sustainability objectives. This is pernicious because of the objectives’ 
inherent linkages and interdependencies, failure to achieve one or more sustainability objectives 
undermines the success of the other objectives [10,11]. 

Fourth, sustainable development is always a process of directed—sustainability oriented—change, 
and not a defined end-state—the dynamism principle [13-15,52]. Society, the environment and their 
interaction are subject to a continuous flow of change. As a result sustainable development is not a 
“fixed state of harmony”, but instead an ongoing evolutionary process [61]. In other words, 
sustainability is not a “final destination” but a “destiny-oriented long voyage”. Hence it is sometimes 
argued that sustainability—per definition—can never be achieved, and that its perfect realization is 
elusive. While this type of reasoning sounds theoretically correct it might be a pitfall and an argument 
to escape from the societal commitment to the objective. Instead sustainability can and should be 
achieved—it ultimately depends on societal and political will—and should be regarded as a continuous 
search for a delicate equilibrium in a dynamic setting. 

This dynamism brings about uncertainties and (potential) risks due to unpredictable evolutions and 
unanticipated effects, underlying the need for precaution. Precaution requires respecting uncertainty, 
avoiding even poorly understood risks of serious or irreversible damage to the foundations for 
sustainability, designing for surprise and managing for adaptation. It involves willingness to act on 
incomplete but suggestive information where social and environmental systems are at risk [10,11].  

Any list of fundamental sustainability principles has a number of limitations: (1) principles are only 
generally stated and their implications should be further elaborated and specified before being 
implemented in practice; (2) considered together—integrated—the principles are more complex and 
sophisticated than we are used to manage; (3) although reasonable in theory, in practice it seems to be 
overly ambitious and unrealistic to realize positive results for all sustainability objectives and 
principles at the same time in every instance; “Balancing” or “trading-off” are sometimes unavoidable 
in decision-making but this is only acceptable as a last resort when all other options are considered to 
be worse and in case the general rule is that trade-offs must not violate the fundamental objective of 
net sustainability gains. The integrated application of sustainability principles and simultaneous 
reconciliation of sustainability objectives remains central in achieving sustainability in the short and 
long term, because the long term can only be achieved via the short term; and 4) no set of principles 
can be more than a part of the solution and should always be applied and interpreted within a particular 
context of implementation. This context is at least as important as the principles themselves [10,11,62]. 

5. Mainstream Sustainability Views 

To understand some mainstream views of sustainable development we draw on the highly 
influential report Our Common Future [46], particularly chapter 2 “Towards sustainable development” 
which is still instructive and inspiring. In length of Our Common Future [46], sustainability is mostly 
understood and operationalized in a number of pillars therefore deserves also some attention. Finally, 
we introduce sustainability through the lens of the Earth Charter because it is a promising document 
which is already widely acknowledged. 
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5.1. Our Common Future 

Our Common Future [46] provides two inspiring and interrelated definitions of sustainable 
development. We distinguish between the report’s (1) “nominal definition” or “mission statement”, 
and (2) its “operational definition”. 

The nominal definition is by far the most quoted (and in many instances misquoted) sustainability 
definition and the starting point of most sustainability initiatives around the globe: 

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [46]. 

This definition is very attractive because it is general and broad—as mission statements mostly  
are—and involves constructive ambiguity as the sustainable development concept itself, explaining its 
popularity. It demonstrates clearly the goal of Our Common Future [46], which is to build a winning 
coalition for sustainable development that prefers a broad agreement on an abstract formulation, rather 
than disagreement over a sharply defined one [59]. 

Together with its nominal definition, Our Common Future [46] carries a precise and concrete 
sustainability message, which is mostly neglected. 

First, immediately after this definition, the report points out that sustainable development contains 
two key concepts: 

• “the concept of ‘needs’, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which 
overriding priority should be given; and 

• the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the 
environment’s ability to meet present and future needs” [46]. 

This clarification is mostly left out of quotations. It is, however, important because it prioritizes the 
basic needs of the large number of people living in extreme poverty and argues that failure to meet 
(basic) human needs and aspirations does not lie with the environmental capabilities to meet these 
needs—it is not a problem of physical environmental limits or resource availability—but is due to 
humanity’s social organization and state of technology—or in other words a shortcoming of human 
decision making. 

There should be no misunderstanding; sustainable development is about “development”. The 
satisfaction of human needs and aspirations of all is the primary objective, with particular attention for 
the basic needs and aspirations for a decent quality of life for the vast amount of people living in 
extreme poverty—“poverty […] is an evil in itself” [46]. Unlike often thought by environmentalists, 
environmental protection is not the primary objective of sustainable development, but a precondition to 
achieve it [63]. To develop in a sustainable way, the satisfaction of human needs and aspirations 
should be kept within the Earth’s environmental limits—”At a minimum, sustainable development 
must not endanger the natural systems that support life on Earth: the atmosphere, the waters, the soils, 
and the living beings.” [46]. Nevertheless, the environmental objective is not only instrumental but 
also ethical—”It is part of our moral obligation to other living beings and future generations” [46]. 
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In turn, poverty eradication is considered a prerequisite to achieve the environmental objective—”[…] 
the reduction of poverty itself is a precondition for environmentally sound development” [46]. Both, 
objectives—development and environment—are inherently linked. 

Second, the operational definition, which appears less frequently compared with the nominal 
definition, clarifies the content of the required change processes and as such renders the concept more 
concrete and operational: 

“In essence, sustainable development is a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, 
the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development, and institutional change are 
all in harmony and enhance both current and future potential to meet human needs and  
aspirations.” [46]. 

Third, the report proposes eight critical and interrelated objectives for sustainable development to 
be achieved corresponding to both definitions: (1) reviving growth; (2) changing the quality of growth; 
(3) meeting essential needs for jobs, food, energy, water, and sanitation; (4) ensuring a sustainable 
level of population; (5) conserving and enhancing the resource base; (6) reorienting technology and 
managing risk; (7) merging environment and economics in decision making; and (8) reorienting 
international economic relations [46]. 

To meet essential human needs worldwide, economic growth is required. But “business as usual” is 
impossible for sustainability. Many sustainability scholars emphasize that the quality of growth should 
be the focus. This implies integrating objectives of equal welfare distribution and equal access to 
natural resources—growth for the poor—and reducing the economy’s energy and material intensity in 
order to keep within the Earth’s environmental limits. Moreover, environmental conservation and 
enhancement is an objective in itself to ensure that humanity can continue to meet its needs in the 
future, not merely instrumental but also as a moral obligation to other living beings and future 
generations [46]. 

The growing human population should be stabilized at a size consistent with the changing 
productive capacity of the environment. Technologies should be (re)oriented towards sustainable 
development and technological innovations should take into account environmental considerations 
applying risk management in their development and application [46]. 

Further, environmental and economic considerations should be merged in decision making, which 
requires a change in attitudes and objectives and in institutional arrangements at every level. Because 
the compatibility of environmental and economic objectives is often lost in the pursuit of (short term) 
individual or group gains, wider societal responsibilities in decision making should be enforced. For 
that reason institutional changes are required that enforce the common interest through community 
knowledge and support, which entails greater public participation in environmental decision making, 
including community based resource management, promoting citizens’ initiatives, empowering people 
and strengthening local democracies [46]. 

International economic relations should be reoriented towards serving the common interest of 
sustainability. The natural resource base on which the world economy depends should be guaranteed 
and economic actors should ensure that the basis of exchange is equitable, without any kind of 
dominance of one over another [46]. 
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Finally, Our Common Future [46] states firmly the overall objective and bottom line of sustainable 
development—reconciling traditional development objectives with environmental ones: 

“In its broadest sense, the strategy for sustainable development aims to promote harmony among 
human beings and between humanity and nature” [46]. 

In conclusion, key aspects of the sustainability message of Our Common Future [46]  
include: (1) the report focuses on how to sustain a broad process of positive societal  
change—“development”—which is understood as an advance in the material and moral circumstances 
of humanity, or in other words “progress”; (2) the report employs the idea of “meeting human needs” 
to characterize the just aspirations of all peoples, in particular emphasizing the legitimate moral claims 
of the world’s poor and future generations; and (3) the report invokes an idea of environmental limits 
as a potential serious obstacle to development and stresses that the carrying capacity of the planet to 
support development was not fixed—different limits held for different resources, and improved 
technologies and social organization could enhance the planet’s carrying capacity. But, the report also 
states that there are “ultimate limits” and in some cases these environmental limits are already 
exceeded through human behavior [64]. 

Our Common Future combines radical and reformist elements [15,65]. The report is radical in 
explicitly linking environment with development [15], debates which were previously separated. As 
stated in its foreword [46], “[...] the ‘environment’ is where we all live; and ‘development’ is what we 
all do in attempting to improve our lot within that abode. The two are inseparable”. 

Essentially, the report argues for integrating the vast and complex issue of environmental 
deterioration with the equally vast and complex issue of human development and poverty. Both should 
be resolved simultaneously and in a mutually reinforcing way [15]. 

The report is reformist in its emphasis on development (or economic growth). It calls for more, not 
less development as a solution to environmental problems, albeit one that is sensitive and not harmful 
to the environment [15,65]. 

Naturally, as Robinson [15] states, both radical and reformist elements are closely linked. If  
under-development is threatening the environment and human well-being, then more development is 
clearly required. If, however development is an equal threat, then more of the same kind of 
development is not desired. The answer lies in a new kind of development, “sustainable development”. 

5.2. Sustainability Models 

In a variety of fields and daily life, models as simplifications of the complex reality are used to 
understand the world, to make decisions and act upon them. Models are acquired by various  
ways of learning during life. For sustainable development appropriate models are needed and  
old—unsustainable—models (i.e., solely considering economic growth as a measure for 
development/“progress”) should be unlearned, because models are not only part of the solution but 
also part of the problem [20]. 

Various sustainability models are proposed (for an overview [17,21]) but it is common practice to 
“model”/operationalize and understand sustainable development in a number of so called “pillars” (or 
“dimensions”), commonly three (economy, environment, society/social). The three pillar sustainability 
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model is usually depicted in the form of an equilateral triangle or as three intersecting, equally sized 
circles. Each angle (or circle) stands for one of the three pillars and the sustainability area is located in 
the middle. The model is also popularized as “3Ps” or “triple bottom line”, standing for  
“people-planet-profit”. One of the first introductions of the three pillar model was made by 
Munasinghe [41], distinguishing between an “economic objective”, an “ecological objective—natural 
resources” and a “social objective—poverty/equity”, and their interaction. 

In recent years, the institutional dimension of sustainable development, also referred to as 
“democracy” or “governance”, has increasingly been emphasized and included as a fourth pillar in the 
model (Figure 1) [64]. This approach reveals the importance of institutional change for sustainable 
development, as explained in “Our Common Future” [46] and stated in its operational definition, and 
as already internationally agreed on in 1992 in Agenda 21 where the institutional dimension is a 
separate chapter next to a socio-economic and environmental one. 

Figure 1. Four pillar sustainability model. 

 

Similar to the fundamental sustainability principles the model aims for the harmonious integration, 
in a dynamic setting—as “a process of change”—of four pillars: (adapted from [66]). 

• Economic: economic growth as an engine for long-term welfare creation to satisfy essential 
needs for jobs, income, food, energy, water, sanitation, social security, and consumption 
opportunities; 

• Environmental: environmental protection to conserve and enhance the resource base and to 
keep within the Earth’s environmental limits for a long term perspective; 

• Institutional: institutional change to merge environment and economics in decision making 
and to enforce the common interest through greater public participation, locally and 
internationally; 

• Social: social justice to achieve an equal distribution of welfare, equal access to natural 
resources and equal opportunities between people (gender, social groups, etc.). 

Institutional Environmental 

Economic 

Social 
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As Spangenberg [66] argues, Our Common Future [46] justifies the conceptualization of sustainable 
development as a “dynamic optimization process” of these four pillars but at the same time 
safeguarding the essential interests of each one.  

Opinions on the “right” number of pillars diverge. Some advocate two (environment and  
socio-economic), three or four as previously discussed or five adding culture as a separate dimension. 
But this is essentially about emphasis [10] and conceptualization. What is important is that every 
approach should encompass the essential aspects of sustainable development. Therefore, some scholars 
also add a time dimension in the model, representing intergenerational equity and to demonstrate the 
dynamics of the sustainability process over time [21]. 

This type of pillar thinking is appealing and popular because they reflect traditional disciplines and 
policy fields.  

While multidimensional sustainability models prevail they are also criticized and increasingly 
replaced by models which take into account these critics. 
First, some interpretations of the model assume the separation and even autonomy of the dimensions, 
fostering compartmentalized and sectoral approaches to sustainability [17]. They focus attention on the 
different dimensions as competing objectives—in particular economy versus environment –, fostering 
reasoning in terms of “balancing” and “trading-off” rather than on needs and opportunities for positive 
accommodations of interconnected human and environmental interests—”integration” [10]. As such, 
strengthening conventional reductionism, while employing a holistic approach and integration between 
different sectors and actors, is required [17]. In reality, as argued before, the economy is largely 
favored over the other dimensions. Second, the model places humanity outside the environment, while 
humans are inherently part of it and fails to recognize humanity’s place within the environment. The 
environment is the ultimate foundation of any economy or human well-being and must be considered 
at a different, more significant level representing the Earth’s outside limits. Simply, because the 
environment is the source on which human development ultimately depends, in contrast the 
environment would continue without society [17,67]. This necessity expresses the duty of everyone to 
protect and restore the integrity of the planet, places decision making within these limits, and should be 
considered as a fundamental legal principle. Its basic idea is on first determining the environmental 
limits and then establishing what development is feasible within those limits to achieve sustainable 
development. Once the limits are agreed upon, the balancing and trade-offs between environmental 
protection and development issues still occur but within the carrying capacity of the planet. As a 
guiding ethic this idea is already gaining recognition and one of its strongest formulations is found in 
the Earth Charter [68]. 

Both, criticisms are fundamental and increasingly recognized as a weakness of the model. Instead 
“nested” models (Figure 2) are proposed. First, the model places human well-being central and 
accordingly does not separate the economy and (material) welfare from other development objectives. 
Second, it locates society within the environment and its limits. It is argued that such “nested” models 
are more in favor of integration and holism, reducing the theoretical justification of trade-offs and 
encouraging the search for “integration” and “win–wins” [17]. 
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Figure 2. Nested sustainability model (Source: adapted from [17]). 

 

5.3. The Earth Charter 

In its preamble the Earth Charter states that the people of the world “must join together to bring 
forth a sustainable global society founded on respect for nature, universal human rights, economic 
justice, and a culture of peace.” [48]. It is further stated that humanity’s choice is to “form a global 
partnership to care for Earth and one another or risk the destruction of ourselves and the diversity of 
life.” [48]. Therefore, according the charter’s preamble what is needed is “a shared vision of basic 
values to provide an ethical foundation for the emerging world community”[48]. And the 16 
sustainability principles of the Earth Charter (box 1) exactly serve that purpose. They are clustered in 
four categories, and should be considered together: (1) respect and care for the community of life; (2) 
ecological integrity; (3) social and economic justice; and (4) democracy, nonviolence, and peace. 

Each of the 16 principles is further elaborated in a number of sub-principles, in total 62. 

6. Governing Sustainability: Governance, Participation, Transition Management and Resilience 

One of the greatest challenges to succeed is to set up adequate sustainability governance systems 
and policies [25], which is one of the major themes that will be addressed during the  
up-coming UNCSD. 

The process from moving from a current—unsustainable—situation (“Where are we now?”) 
towards a desirable—sustainable—situation (“Where do we want to go?”) should be governed and 
answers the manager’s slogan “How do we get there?”. Within this respect, at least the following key 
concepts are gaining popularity: governance, participation, transition management and resilience. 
These concepts are the most useful when considered together, as mutually strengthening each other in 
view of a sustainable society. 

Environment 
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Box 1. The 16 sustainability principles of the Earth Charter. 

I . Respect and Care for the Community of Life 
1. Respect Earth and life in all its diversity. 
2. Care for the community of life with understanding, compassion, and love. 
3. Build democratic societies that are just, participatory, sustainable, and peaceful. 
4. Secure Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations. 
 

I I . Ecological Integrity 
5. Protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, with special concern for biological 
diversity and the natural processes that sustain life. 
6. Prevent harm as the best method of environmental protection and, when knowledge is limited, apply 
a precautionary approach. 
7. Adopt patterns of production, consumption, and reproduction that safeguard Earth’s 
regenerative capacities, human rights, and community well-being. 
8. Advance the study of ecological sustainability and promote the open exchange and wide application 
of the knowledge acquired. 
 

I I I . Social and Economic Justice 
9. Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social, and environmental imperative. 
10. Ensure that economic activities and institutions at all levels promote human development in an 
equitable and sustainable manner. 
11. Affirm gender equality and equity as prerequisites to sustainable development and ensure universal 
access to education, health care, and economic opportunity. 
12. Uphold the right of all, without discrimination, to a natural and social environment 
supportive of human dignity, bodily health, and spiritual well-being, with special attention to the rights 
of indigenous peoples and minorities. 
 

IV. Democracy, Nonviolence, and Peace 
13. Strengthen democratic institutions at all levels, and provide transparency and accountability in 
governance, inclusive participation in decision making, and access to justice. 
14. Integrate into formal education and life-long learning the knowledge, values, and skills needed for 
a sustainable way of life. 
15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration. 
16. Promote a culture of tolerance, nonviolence, and peace. 
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First, it is generally agreed that sustainable development requires a special kind of governing, 
referred to as “governance”, which requires changes in traditional dominant governing models and 
their accompanying institutions. 

While some traditional definitions describe “governance” as a synonym for “government”, recently 
various scholars redirected the definition and use the term “governance” for a “changed way of 
governing” [69]. Scholars agree that “governance” refers to modes of governing in which boundaries 
between and within public and private sectors have become blurred. In essence, “governance” 
represents governing systems which do not rest on resource to the authority and sanctions of 
“governments” but instead are the result of the interaction of a multiplicity of governing and each other 
influencing stakeholders. “Governance” represents a shift in responsibility, a stepping back from the 
state and a push of increased responsibility of private and voluntary sectors, and more broadly the 
citizen [70]. It stands for an overall system of collaborative steering mechanisms in society towards a 
common objective—in this case sustainable development—as a shared responsibility of the various 
stakeholders involved, and not limited to traditional “government” steering. As such, “governance” 
contrasts traditional governing with “governments” representing hierarchical power and top-down 
steering [32,70,71]. A governing system involving other stakeholders besides governments is also 
referred to as “multi-actor governance” [72] and different typologies have been proposed (see [32,73]. 
The shift to governance can be explained by the complex nature of sustainability problems and by the 
plurality of stakeholders—in fact the whole society—involved in the sustainability transition  
process [32,71,74]. Increasingly, stakeholders take up their responsibility and engage in governance 
systems at multiple levels, i.e., the partnership resulting from the WSSD [71,74]. Such decentralized 
networks of governance are expected to improve global governance and advance the prospects for 
achieving sustainable development [74]. 

Second, and through its very nature, the “governance” debate is closely related with the need for 
(more) participation in decision-making of democratic governing systems, as already argued embedded 
in the sustainability concept itself. Jänicke [73], for example, puts participation at the centre of 
governance for sustainable development. 
Participation in the context of governance for sustainable development is essentially about the 
inclusion of non-governmental stakeholders in the public decision-making process. 
It represents the idea that stakeholders and citizens have a voice in decision-making processes and 
policy choices, and it always comes down to a sharing of power and responsibility between “the 
governed” and “the government” [75]. While definitions of the concept vary [75], O’Faircheallaigh 
[76] adopts a broad definition and defines participation as “[…] any form of interaction between 
government and corporate actors and the public […]”. 

Because degrees vary, participation is not a single act but instead a scale of possibilities. Generally, 
participation can be classified on an implicit continuum, with on the one end participation as 
“symbolic consultation” and on the other end participation as “full citizen control” [75]. Scholars agree 
that the main reasons for participation include: (1) an ethical rationale stating that the public should be 
involved because they are the ultimate source of value within society, and because these values should 
be expressed in decision- and policy-making; (2) a political rationale stating that public involvement 
strengthens the legitimacy of decisions; and (3) a knowledge rationale stating that the public should be 
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involved because citizens have knowledge, which differs from the knowledge of experts and 
politicians [77]. 

Participatory processes should be carefully managed because otherwise they can have negative 
consequences, as a—perceived—lack of participation might lead to a sense of alienation between 
decision-makers and citizens [78] or as participation might then be perceived by the public as a 
sophisticated tool for those in power to reach their objectives [77].  

Third, “transition management” is increasingly proposed as a concept to understand and govern (or 
manage) the societal process towards sustainable development and to accompany this mission. 

A transition is a gradual and continuous process of structural change from an initial dynamic 
equilibrium within society to a new one [79,80] and has four different, so called “transition phases”: 
(1) predevelopment: a phase of dynamic equilibrium where the status quo does not visibly change but 
there is a lot of experimentation; (2) take-off: a phase where the process of change gets under way 
because the state of the system begins to shift; (3) acceleration: a phase where visible structural 
changes take place through an accumulation of socio-cultural, economic, environmental and 
institutional changes that react to each other. During this phase, there are collective learning processes, 
diffusion and embedding processes; and (4) stabilization: a phase where the speed of social change 
decreases and a new dynamic equilibrium is reached. 

The concepts of “speed” and “acceleration” are relative, all transitions contain periods of slow and 
fast development, typically spanning at least one generation (25 years) [79]. Raskin et al. [81] argues 
that we are currently in the early acceleration phase and that the take-off took place during the 1980s 
and 1990s, a period in which the consequences of unsustainable developments became increasingly 
visible. However, as earlier discussed it is still unsure whether the transition persists and sustainable 
development will be achieved. 

Fourth, the dynamic interactions between the environment and society, where the future is 
unpredictable and surprise is likely, require adaptive forms of governance [82,83]. Within this respect, 
the concepts of “resilience”, “adaptability” and “transformability” of socio-ecological systems are 
important. Resilience is the capacity of a socio-ecological system to absorb disturbance and reorganize 
while undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity, and 
feedbacks. Adaptability is the capacity of actors in a socio-ecological system to influence resilience, 
which amounts to the capacity of humans to manage resilience. Transformability is the capacity of a 
socio-ecological system to create a fundamentally new system when ecological, economic, institutional 
or political conditions make the existing system untenable [83]. Vulnerability is the flip side of 
adaptive governance, where even small changes may cause dramatic effects for society [82]. 

7. Conclusions 

Sustainable development has a longstanding history in human society. Nevertheless, in this era of 
modernity it continues to be misunderstood and interpreted somewhat randomly amongst individuals, 
organizations and governments, often in favor of one’s own agenda and interests. This is arguably one 
of the reasons that little progress has been made in the practical implementation of its original 
meaning, and why in many cases social and environmental situations have deteriorated. Since it is 
proposed that we are still in the early acceleration phase of transition, it remains unclear whether or not 
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society will we able to steer itself towards the path of sustainable development. While the possibility to 
become sustainable exists, it is largely dependent on global societal and political “will” and a clear 
sense of global direction. If, sustainable development continues to be used as a “smokescreen” to 
justify “business as usual”, the realization of its original intent will be impossible. A further 
conundrum exists in that the longer we wait to move society toward a sustainable future, the more 
difficult it will be to achieve sustainable development and to avoid societal and environmental 
collapse. Essential in this process is a proper understanding of sustainable development. 

While sustainability allows various views to co-exist, there are four fundamental sustainability 
principles that must be respected to move the global sustainability agenda forward: (1) the normativity 
principle, (2) the equity principle, (3) the integration principle, and (4) the dynamism principle. These 
principles represent the interpretational limits of the concept and are essential to sustainability no 
matter which view and interpretation is employed. In essence, representing the concept’s bottom line, 
sustainability aims for a fair and just society, with respect for the integrity of the planet—its living 
species, life support systems and non-living elements.  

The sustainability message of Our Common Future [46], pillar and nested sustainability models and 
the sustainability principles of the Earth Charter further translate the precise fundamental sustainability 
principles into mainstream directives and implications to implement the concept in practice and to 
move forward towards a (more) sustainable global society.  

In addition, the global sustainability transition should be governed, backing the fundamental 
sustainability principles and the various views that operationalize them. Appropriate sustainability 
governing that implements sustainability in practice is one of the greatest challenges and a major 
theme at the forthcoming Rio+20 United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development. It is 
expected that political activity will peak again with the conference and many hope that a new 
momentum will be reached that considerably accelerates the sustainability transition towards a new 
dynamic equilibrium between humanity and the environment. 

Finally, we call upon all stakeholders in society to take the sustainability message seriously and to 
act accordingly in order to secure the well-being of current and future generations. 
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